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ABSTRACT 
Deficiency of fuel and its assets are one of the principle issues in this day and age .The entire measure of 

raw petroleum will be vanished inside couple of years. One of the renewable wellsprings of energy is sunlight based 

energy, and this energy can be put away furthermore can be utilized to produce distinctive sorts of energy. This paper 

talks about around a car whose body is comprised of carbon fiber and it utilizes sunlight based boards to drive or to 

advance, such that it utilizes sun powered energy as a wellspring of fuel. It likewise comprises of regenerative 

batteries which are utilized to store energy when there is no wellspring of sun based energy. Along these lines the 

car is solid, lightweight, fuel-effective and highly efficient. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this project we use a carbon fiber bodied car which uses solar energy to propel forward, it uses an array 

of solar cells which produce about 6v of current which makes the car run. This project consists of a car, were its body 

is made up of carbon fiber and it uses solar panels to propel or to move forward. It also consists of regenerative 

batteries which are used to store energy when there is no source of solar energy. This way the car is reliable, 

lightweight, fuel efficient, emission less, no pollution. Solar cars are often fitted with gauges as seen in conventional 

cars. To keep the car running smoothly, the driver must keep an eye on these gauges to spot possible problems. The 

carbon fiber body can be done in 2 different methods i.e. hand lay-up process, vacuum bagging process for this 

project. 

 Solar cars combine technology typically used in the aerospace, bicycle, alternative energy and automotive 

industries. The design of a solar vehicle is severely limited by the amount of energy input into the car. Most solar 

cars have been built for the purpose of solar car races.  

 
Figure.1. working prototype of solar car 

Fabrication:  CFRP is an extremely strong and light fiber-reinforced plastic which contains carbon fibers. These are 

expensive to produce and they are used wherever high strength and rigidity is required, such as automotive, aerospace 

and civil engineering and also has various applications. 

Molding: One strategy for delivering CFRP parts is by layering sheets of carbon-fiber material into a mold fit as a 

fiddle of the last item. The arrangement and weave of the fabric filaments is improved the quality and solidness 

properties of the subsequent material. 

The mold is then loaded with epoxy and is warmed or air-cured; the subsequent part is exceptionally 

consumption safe, hardened, and solid for its weight. Parts utilized as a part of less basic regions are fabricated by 

hanging material over a mold, with epoxy painted over it. Elite parts utilizing single molds are frequently vacuum-

packed away and/or autoclave-cured, on the grounds that even little air rises in the material will lessen quality. 

Another option to the autoclave strategy is to utilize inner weight by means of inflatable air bladders or EPS froth 

inside the non-cured laid-up carbon fiber. 

 
Figure.2. CFRP Car Mould 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Hand Layup Process: Hand lay-up process is utilized for the creation of parts of any measurements, for example, 

specialized parts which are sufficiently little furthermore as large as swimming pools. In any case, this strategy is for 

the most part constrained to the production of parts with moderately basic shapes that require one and only face to 
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have a smooth appearance. It is prescribed for little and medium volumes requiring insignificant interest in molds 

and gear.  

The contact forming technique comprises of applying these components progressively onto a mold surface. 

A discharge operator, gel coat, layer of fluid thermosetting Resin, of consistency somewhere around 0.3 and 0.4 

Pascal, and of medium reactivity, layer of support (glass, aramid, carbon, and so on) as slashed strand Mat or woven 

Roving, Impregnation of the fortification is finished by hand utilizing a roller or a brush. This operation is rehashed 

for every layer of support keeping in mind the end goal to get the craved thickness of the structure. 

Materials: One strategy for delivering CFRP parts is by layering sheets of carbon-fiber material into a mold fit as a 

fiddle of the last item. The arrangement and weave of the fabric filaments is improved the quality and solidness 

properties of the subsequent material. 

 The mold is then loaded with epoxy and is warmed or air-cured; the subsequent part is exceptionally 

consumption safe, hardened, and solid for its weight. Parts utilized as a part of less basic regions are fabricated by 

hanging material over a mold, with epoxy painted over it. Elite parts utilizing single molds are frequently vacuum-

packed away and/or autoclave-cured, on the grounds that even little air rises in the material will lessen quality. 

Another option to the autoclave strategy is to utilize inner weight by means of inflatable air bladders or EPS froth 

inside the non-cured laid-up carbon fiber. 

Arrangements of solar panel: Sun based cars are regularly fitted with gages as seen in customary cars. To keep the 

car running easily, the driver must watch out for these gages to spot conceivable issues. Cars without gages quite 

often include remote telemetry, which permits the driver's group to screen the car's energy utilization, sun based 

energy catch and different parameters and accordingly liberating the driver to focus on driving.  

Sun oriented cars join innovation regularly utilized as a part of the aviation, bike, and electrical energy and 

car businesses. The outline of a sunlight based vehicle is seriously constrained by the measure of energy contribution 

to the car. Most sunlight based cars have been worked with the end goal of sun based car races. 

Solar array: The sun powered cluster comprises of several photovoltaic sun oriented cells changing over daylight 

into power. With a specific end goal to build a cluster, PV cells are set together to shape modules which are set 

together to frame an exhibit. The bigger exhibits being used can deliver more than 2 kilowatts (2.6 hp). 

The decision of sun powered cluster geometry includes a streamlining between force yields, streamlined 

resistance and vehicle mass and also useful contemplations. For instance, a free level overhang gives 2-3 times the 

surface zone of a vehicle with coordinated cells yet offers better cooling of the cells and shading of the riders. There 

are likewise thin adaptable sun based exhibits being developed.  

Sun oriented exhibits on sun powered cars are mounted and embodied uniquely in contrast to stationary sun 

powered clusters. Sun oriented exhibits on sun powered cars are typically mounted utilizing mechanical review 

twofold sided sticky tape right onto the car's body. The exhibits are epitomized utilizing meager layers of Tedlar. 

Some sun oriented cars use gallium arsenide sun powered cells, with efficiencies around thirty percent. Other sunlight 

based cars use silicon sun oriented cells, with efficiencies around twenty percent. 

  
Figure.3. Solar Panel Specification Figure.4. Models of arrangement of solar cells 

Applications: 

 As it is made of carbon fiber, it is stronger than other metals, it doesn’t get rust, and it weighs lesser than 

other metals. 

 It also consists of solar panels which provide enough power for the movement of car. 

 It has regenerative batteries to provide and store electricity whenever there is no source of solar energy. 

 As it only consumes solar energy so there is less amount of sound pollution and emission. 

 Due to carbon fiber the aero dynamical lag of the car decreases.   

 It increases the speed and performance of the car as it weighs less. 
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3. RESULTS 

The solar car is developed and tested around various mediums such that its full efficiency of propelling 

forward could be properly visualized. So this paper talks about the study and utilization of different components to 

fabricate a model car made of carbon fiber and also a sun oriented vehicle fit for being impelled by sun powered 

energy. 

4. CONCLUSION 

So this paper discusses about the study and application of various factors to build a prototype carbon fiber 

solar vehicle capable of being propelled by solar energy.  Like wisely, global positioning satellite and regenerative 

braking systems can also be developed in the near future. 
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